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Fausto wagner xavier aguilera biografia

Warning: this biscript was in addition to Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Aguilera was born on Staten Island in New York, New York, the daughter of Faust Wagner Xavier Aguilera, a sergeant in the U.S. Navy, and Shelly Loraine Fidler, a shovel teacher. Aguilera's father is originally from Guayaquil, Ecuador, while her mother is of Irish descent (Christina's maternal grandmother
was an immigrant from Clare County). His father, Fausto, was assigned to Force A of Earnest Harmon located in Stephenville, and others located in Newfoundland, Canada, and Jap n. Aguilera lived with them until the age of seven, her mother took her and her sister Rachel to live in Wexford, Pennsylvania with her grandmother. According to Christina and her mother, Fausto was
an extremely controlled father, subjecting them to psychological abuse and constant abuse. She then talks about her difficulties during her ni ez through her m sica, as in the song I'm OK of lbum Stripped, and Oh Mother, of Back to Basics. Faust i wrote him a pidi letter asking him to speak to me, but he has turned down every opportunity to see him again. Time after his mother
married a paramedic named Jim Kearns, and changed his name to Shelly Kearns. From a young world, Aguilera had sought to be a singer. Her musical influences include Etta James, Whitney Houston, and Madonna. He also cites the musical The Sound of Music as a great inspiration for singing and acting. He is also known locally as the small or the big voice, singing in local
competitions. According to the VH1 Driven program, every competitor knows what will give them in battle, so they chose to retire immediately, recommending that the other participants do the same because it was like sending a lamb to the slaughterhouse. Soon people started to envy her and Christina was a victim of irrisin, ostracism, and in a gym class they tried to attack her.
Acts of vandalism around his home included da or neum ticos in the family car. Eventually, the family moved back to another suburb in Pittsburgh and secretly took Aguilera's talent to prevent another attack. On March 15, 1990, she appeared in Star Search singing Etta James's song A Sunday Kind of Love, losing to the competition. Shortly after that, he came home and went to
Pittsburgh TV show KDKA-TV Wake Up with Larry Richert to sing the same song. People were surprised because they thought they were singing a 20-year-old woman. After spent her teenage years in Pittsburgh, Aguilera dont the star-spangled banner before Pittsburgh's Ping Hockey Games inos, American The Pittsburgh Steelers and Pittsburgh Pirates' Beisball Steelers. But
her biggest opportunity came in 1993, when she was selected by Disney for the TV show The New Mickey Mouse Club. Ah it was where I met Justin Timberlake, future tour company, JC Chasez, Rhona Bennett (who joined En Vogue), Ryan Gosling, Britney Spears, with whom to share pol micas and alleged rivalries, and Keri Russell. According to Driven, her own Mickey Mouse
Club mates referred to her as the Diva. During this time one of his most memorable performances was when he sang the Whitney Houston song I Have Nothing. In 1994, when the show was cancelled, Aguilera began recording shows to get a contract with a record label. At the age of fourteen, Aguilera recorded her first song, All I Want to Do, alongside Japanese Keizo
Nakanishi. In 1997 he represented the United States at the Golden Stag International Festival, where he played along with Sheryl Crow and Diana Ross. Christina Aguilera Fidler, better known as Christina Aguilera was born and raised in Staten Island, New York - United States on December 18, 1980. She is an American singer, actress, songwriter, dancer, model, producer,
designer and entrepreneur of Ecuadorian and Irish descent. He began acting and singing as a child, through roles in theatrical productions and TV shows that highlight Star Search and Mickey Mouse Club. Her father, Faust Wagner Xavier Aguilera, is an Ecuadorian who was a sergeant in the U.S. Army; her mother, Shelly Loraine Fidler, is an Irish-German who worked as a
Spanish teacher. His family moved frequently because of his father's military service, and he lived in places like New Jersey, Texas, New York and Japan. Aguilera and her mother claimed that her father was physically and emotionally abusive, claims she denied; Aguilera used music as a way to escape her turbulent family. After her parents divorced when she was six years old,
Aguilera, her younger sister, Rachel, and her mother moved into her grandmother's house, years later Ms. Shelly Loraine remarried Jim Kearns and gave birth to another son, Michael Mikey Kearns. Faust wrote Aguilera a letter saying he wanted to talk to her. However, the singer denied any chance of seeing him again. After several years gone, Aguilera expressed interest in
reconciling with her father in 2012. In her childhood, her artistic career began to be built and Christina had already been recognized as the little girl of the great voice. But her vocal talent and ability annoyed some of the who despised her with Marginalization. Shortly afterwards, Aguilera, her mother and sister moved to a Pittsburgh suburb, secretly bringing Aguilera's talent to
prevent other hostile acts. So he started participating in shows for young talent, and at the age of eight he first appeared in the TV star search competition, singing Etta James's song A Sunday Kind of Love, but he wasn't a winner. During her teens, Aguilera sang The Star-Spangled Banner, a U.S. national anthem, in the introduction of hockey, baseball and football matches by
local teams. He later introduced a casting to Disney's children's company for a remake of the TV show Mickey Mouse Club. During the auditions and recordings he met Britney Spears, Justin Timberlake and Keri Russell, who referred to Aguilera as 'the diva'. In 1994, the show was canceled and the singer began recording a record demo called Just Be Free, with Warlock Records.
In 1997 he collaborated on the single All I Want to Do with Japanese singer Keizo Nakanishi. That year he represented the United States at the Golden Stag International Festival, where he sang along with artists Sheryl Crow and Diana Ross. Thanks to her vocal expansion and expressive voice, Christina Aguilera achieved her first contract with a record label, reaching the mi5
note. In 1998 he returned to work with the Disney company, performing the song for the soundtrack of the film Mulan, called Reflection. Weeks after the song's release, the singer won her second record deal, this time with RCA Records, with which she released her music debut in the music industry. On August 24, 1999, the material was published under the title Christina
Aguilera, starting its commercialization at number one in the United States. Promoting the album featured the release of genie's four singles in a bottle which peaked at number 1 on the Billboard Hot 100 making Aguilera the few singers to have her only debut in this position and chart, this single was the most successful as she spent five weeks in that position, certifying platinum
records when a million copies sold in physical distribution. Similarly, Genie in a Bottle ranks as the most listened song in the world for seven consecutive weeks, then came What a Girl Wants which also achieved the same No 1 on Billboard, I Turn to You reached number 3 on the same chart and Come On Over Baby reached No. 1. Aside from the fact that her debut album at
number 1 on the Billboard 200 all these chart posts quickly made Christina one of the few singers to have her and her debut albums debut at number 1 and have 4 singles from their same album in the top 5. Christina toured locally, called Christina Aguilera: On concert tour. With the album, the artist sold 10.2 million units in the United States and to date has sold 27 million copies
worldwide. In 2000, Christina Aguilera won her first Grammy Award in the Best New Artist category, beating singers such as Britney Spears and Kid Rock. In the second half of 2000, the singer released a Spanish album titled Mi reflejo with Spanish versions of her debut album. The critics took it negatively. the Website Allmusic claimed that it was more than an attempt to enrich
itself with the popularity of Latin pop of the time. But this review didn't stop the material from reaching number one, for twenty consecutive weeks, on the Billboard Hot Latin Albums chart, this is an exclusive record for Aguilera, as no one has achieved it in the entire history of Billboard in any of its charts. It was also certified 6 times platinum in the United States by RIAA Latin. This
material was as singles Come Conmigo (Only You) the Spanish version of Come On Over (All I Want Is You) this version managed to be No 1 on Billboard Hot Latin Tracks and added another record for Christina is the only one that has the English and Spanish version at number 1 on the Billboard Hot 100 and Billboard Hot Latin Tracks respectively. He also successfully released
the singles Genius Trapped, Forever You, False Hopes and But I Remember You the last of the most radiant today in Latin America. The album's success is reflected in its sales of 5 million copies sold worldwide making it the best-selling Spanish-language album during 2001, and another award was also added to award ceremonies, where best female pop vocal album was
awarded at the Latin Grammy Awards (the first American to win this award). That same year, the artist released a special Christmas album called My Kind of Christmas, which peaked at number twenty-eight on the Billboard 200, and became the second best-selling Christmas album with more than 9 million worldwide. During the 2000 MTV Video Music Awards ceremony at the
time The Princess of Pop, Christina Aguilera and Britney Spears proved that rumors of their alleged media-generated rivalry were completely false by appearing on stage holding hands to introduce Whitney Houston the same night as Christina Aguilera sang her song Come On , Fred Durst, singer of Limp Bizkit, took a break with climbing platform and the song next to it. Later
Later angry Durst fans said he had sold out alongside Christina. In addition to promoting her two albums in English and Spanish, in 2001, Christina Aguilera participated in the recording of the song Nobody Wants to Be Lonely from the album Sound Loaded by Puerto Rican singer Ricky Martin. In 2002, Christina Aguilera gave an interview to Rolling Stone magazine, where she
claimed to be recording a recording material consisting of a real sound and image of herself. The album's artistic features also included Aguilera's personal desire to eliminate the girl's super sheer appearance, acquired during the promotion of her musical debut, and that she faced this change regardless of whether she sold a copy or a million of them. In the last quarter of 2002,
the album was released under the name Stripped, with the support of producers and songwriters Linda Perry and Scott Storch. During the promotion of christina's album dazzled everyone for her makeover of Dirty Rebel Girl, this album gained the release of five singles around the world, highlighting the first two for the content of her lyrics and music videos. The first single,
attracted the attention of everything from the video of this Dirrty, received negative reviews; Allmusic's column claimed it wasn't a song and Entertainment Weekly claimed it was desperate and dirty. Similarly, the video caused immediate controversy, as it included hints of macrophilia, fetishism, erotic twisting and, among other things, sadomasochism, the video of the single Dirrty
considered the dirtiest and sexiest video in history. When you're open and bold, artistically speaking, in music and video, a lot of people feel threatened by you... I could be the girl showing her in the video, but I'm also avant-garde. To give yourself the maximum in this way is to me the measure of a true artist. - Christina Aguilera, for Deart's video. With the second single, the
melodic track Beautiful, the singer achieved great commercial success and became one of the most unintentional ballads in history, and even won a Grammy Award for Best Pop Vocal Performance. Reviews of the album changed from negative to positive quickly, while the song's video included scenes of gay couples and transgender men carrying a message of equality. As a
result, he received an award at the GLAAD Media Awards from the LGBT community, supported it as a show of tolerance and respect and the song became No.  The album's third single will then be released Prior to the release of the single already in the charts, this song has made a cultural impact on society and has become one of the most selected songs by participants
American Idol, X-Factor among other song programs. The last singles were Can't Hold Us Down and The Voice Within the Latter despite not being an instant hit, over time it has become one of the most selected tracks on radio, still playing frequently, and appearing in TV series. At the 2003 MTV Video Music Awards, Christina Aguilera and Britney Spears performed alongside pop
queen Madonna, Spears and Aguilera were responsible for opening the show wearing wedding dresses (remembering the opening song Like a Virgin, which was sung 19 years ago by Madonna) when she sang the Hollywood song the pop queen kissed Britney Spears and Christina Aguilera in the mouth , which immediately made headlines around the world for the controversial
kiss, this fact has marked the history of the MTV Awards. In 2003, Christina Aguilera joined Pop Prince Justin Timberlake at the end of the Justified and Lovin' It Live tour. The final manga was called Justified and Stripped Tour and was exclusive to North America, where it received very good reviews and was listed as the sexiest tour on earth.  However, after the end of
Timberlake's performance, the singer continued with a solo tour called the Stripped World Tour, arriving in Europe, Asia and Oceania. In 2004 he released a promotional DVD of the tour, called Live in the UK, which was recorded in the UK. In addition, stripped reached 17 million copies sold worldwide. In the United States and Australia he was certified with four platinum albums,
while in the United Kingdom he was awarded five. In late 2005 and early 2006, Christina Aguilera collaborated with artists Herbie Hancock and Andrea Bocelli, performing the songs A Song For You and Somos novios, respectively. During the same period, the singer began recording an album influenced by musicians Billie Holiday, Otis Redding and Etta James, and that when she
heard it everyone felt relaxed. For the production and recording of the material, in particular, Christina Aguilera contacted Linda Perry and DJ Premier. The album was released in 2006, under the name Back to Basics, with the record label RCA. for Christina was the third produced in the studio and English. According to the singer, the album received musical influences from soul,
blue-eyed, Rhythm and blues and jazz genres, as these inspired an entire generation. Its format was as a double album: two albums, which is an exclusive work by Aguilera and Linda Perry. The artist is named after a new alter ego, called Baby Jane, which included an image transformation into the look of glamour carried by Hollywood actors of the first half of the 20th century.
The album received positive reviews, with Christina Aguilera's production being praised more for the informative columns and the only album in history that achieved 5 stars from all international media. Entertainment weekly entertainment chose it as one of the best albums in history, while music-specialist website Allmusic commented that Back to Basics was an artistic statement
beyond what other singers in the world and pop can produce. Rolling Stone magazine reported that the footage highlights Aguilera's musical throne. The promotion of Back to Basics began with the release of the first single, Ain't No Other Man, at the MTV Movie Awards ceremony in 2006. In July of that year, Aguilera sang in two private performances in Paris and London,
performing Ain't No Other Man, Flestand, Candyman (third single from the album), Lady Marmalade, Oh Mother, Beautiful and Slow Down Baby. Shortly after the release of the recording material, the singer was tossed, at the 2006 MTV Video Music Awards ceremony, the second single, titled Hurt. On the other hand, Aguilera sang the song Steppin' Out with My Baby with Tony
Bennett in NBC special Tony Bennett: An American Classic and Saturday Night Live. In late 2006, Aguilera undertook a return to the Basics World Tour, directed by Jamie King, which began in Europe and headed to Oceania, Asia and North America. Before the American manga began, the artist performed the song It's a Man's Man's World by singer James Brown at the 49th
Grammy Awards. The presentation earned recognition as the third on the list of best performances at the ceremony. That same night, she picked up the award for Best Female Pop Vocal Performance for the album's first single. In 2007 a promotional DVD was recorded since his return to the Main Tour, entitled Back to Basics: Live and Down Under, recorded in Australia and
released in early 2008, during which he released an exclusive video in honor of his son's birth and for his fans, the song Save Me From Myself that ended the promotion of Back to Basics the tour became the third most larger than a female singer Behind Madonna and Celine Dion, and the highest-grossing tour of 2006 and 2007. Aguilera began dating music executive Jordan
Bratman in 2002. Your commitment announced in February 2005 and married on November 19, 2005, on a Napa Valley estate. In September 2007, Paris Hilton revealed the singer's pregnancy. However, Aguilera had not made it public. Three months later, on November 4, 2007, she was confirmed by the singer in an interview with Glamour magazine. On January 12, 2008,
Aguilera gave birth to her son, Max, at Cedars-Sinai Medical Center in Los Angeles, California. Aguilera posted the baby's full name, Max Liron Bratman Aguilera, on her official website a day later.  According to Forbes magazine, Aguilera received more than $1 million from People for photos of her son, 15th on the list of the most expensive celebrity baby photos. In the last half of
2008, RCA Records released Christina Aguilera's first collection album, Keeps Gettin' Better: A Decade of Hits, which debuted in the top ten of the U.S. Billboard 200. According to his statements and the album brochure, the material was released as a thank you for the birth of his firstborn (January of the year) and his fans. In the United States it was distributed exclusively by
variety store Target Corporation. His songs were chosen by Aguilera herself, noting that it was a collection where she placed her favorite songs. However, his repertoire incorporated four additional pieces, two of which were genie in a bottle mixes, called Genie 2.0., and Beautiful, called You Are What You Are. However, one of the other two record cuts was released as a single,
having the same title as the album, Keeps Gettin' Better. On September 7, 2008, at the MTV Video Music Awards, Christina performed Keeps Gettin' Better alongside Genie 2.0. The song debuted at number 7 on the U.S. music list, being Aguilera's longest debut position on that list. On the other hand, that same year, the singer was responsible for the opening ceremony of the
American Music Awards, in a seven-minute segment, which highlighted six successes of her career. This album surpassed the 5 million copies sold worldwide and reached the Gold Record in the United States. On June 8, 2010, Aguilera's fourth studio album, called Bionic, was finally released, with the release debuting at number 3 on the Billboard 200 in the United States selling
121,000 copies in the United States in its first week. By the end of 2011, the album sold 314,000 copies in the United States, the singer's least-sold album, due, among other things, to illegal downloads, reached No.1 in countries such as the United Kingdom, Austria, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Greece, among others. It also received gold disc certification in countries such as Australia,
Greece and Austria. The album spawned only two official singles, the first of which was called Not Myself Tonight, an electronic pop song that peaked at number 23 on the Billboard Hot 100 and reached the top 5 in most Asian countries, became the song of the summer of 2010 in this country. The second single You Lost Me reached No 1 on the Billboard Hot Dance Club Play, as
well as its predecessor, and with it managed to have two consecutive singles at No.1 with the same album. Also in the same year Christina Aguilera collaborated on the rapper T.I.'s song Castle Walls for his album No Mercy. The song was scheduled to be released as an official single, but its release was canceled. In addition, a music video was shot, and on November 23rd an
excerpt from that video was used to promote the release of No Mercy. However, the music video for the song has not come to light due to the cancellation of the single. Alongside the release of Bionic, Aguilera was scheduled to go on tour in the summer of 2010, but due to coincidences in dates with Burlesque's promotion and the need for rehearsal time, the one that led to his
temporary cancellation. He planned to reschedule tour dates for 2011, but it never happened. In October 2010, Aguilera confirmed in press reports that she and Bratman had separated, saying in a statement, Although Jordan and I are divorced, our commitment to our son Max remains as strong as ever. - Christina Aguilera Aguilera filed for Bratman's divorce, seeking legal and
physical custody of her son; the divorce proceedings ended in April 2011. On November 15, 2010, Aguilera received a star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame. In that month, Aguilera debuted the film with her first starring role in a feature film, a musical comedy titled Burlesque which was a blockbuster that grossed $120 million, $657.398 million, becoming the highest-grossing film for
Cher and Aguilera (the only film). Christina Burlesque's film debut: Original Motion Picture Soundtrack will play the song You Haven't Seen the Last of Me, Show Me How You Burlesque and Express which are promotional singles. In the United States, the soundtrack debuted at number 18 on the Billboard 200, selling 63,000 copies in its first week in the country, and has now sold
more than 927,000 copies in this country, certified gold by the RIAA for over 500,000 copies. It received record gold certifications in Canada, Australia and Japan, the last country to become the Soudatrack of the Year for its high sales. Although Burlesque received mixed reviews, the film received three Golden Globe nominations, including Best Film - Music or Comedy and Best
Original Song for The Song Bound to You for Christina Aguilera and For You Haven't Seen the Last of Me for Cher, winning this latest award for Cher's song. On February 6, 2011, he sang the Star-Spangled Banner, the United States National Anthem, at SuperBowl XLV. Despite the error in the anthem's performance in changing the lyrics of one of the turns, the press praised his
experience singing acappella and his vocal ability. Later at the Grammy Awards he made a tribute to singer Aretha Franklin. In 2011 Aguilera signed on to be a judge on The Voice, which premiered on NBC in April of that year. Aguilera serves as judge and coach to date, along with other musicians such as Adam Levine, Blake Shelton and Cee Lo Green, with Carson Daly as the
show's host. The program was well received, with great raiting points. Right there, after meeting Adam Levine, a member of the band Maroon 5, he participated in the single Moves Like Jagger. The song received generally positive reviews from critics. Commercially, it reached number one in the countries of Austria, Canada, Denmark, Scotland, Slovakia, Finland, Hungary, Ireland,
Lebanon, Mexico, Venezuela, Norway, New Zealand, Sweden and especially the United States making Christina Aguilera the few singers who have a number 1 in three different decades of the 90s, 00s and 10s in that country. During 2011, it sold over twelve million digital downloads worldwide, which became the second most downloaded song of that year. The fifth Studio Lotus
album was released on November 13, 2012. Critics and audiences saw it as the artist's return after a two-year absence from music as principal artist, and generally after the success of Moves Like Jagger, working with Maroon 5. Lotus's credits cover high-profile songwriters and producers, including Sia Furler, Max Martin, Alex da Kid, Christina Aguilera herself, among others. As a
result Lotus had 56/100 critical approval, according to the Metacritic website. Rolling Stone magazine claimed that the album is one of Christina Aguilera's best albums. Aguilera spoke to Rolling Stone magazine about the album process. I think pop music sometimes puts us in the stereotype of 'We don't have control of what they say and and the creative process behind the
production and all that. Specifically, I am a creative artist who is very concerned with my producer and all the efforts that will compose my album as an artist. I'm someone who likes to cooperate. I like to feed on creative energy, and that makes me better.  I am on a continuous course both personally and professionally. All around, it's my goal to improve as a person and as an
artist, and the show is one of the contributing factors and the boys (Judges of The Voice) are great friends. It's a lot of fun to work with them right now.'' - Christina Aguilera On September 12 performed a Q&amp;A A (questions and answers) on Twitter giving exclusive details of the album, announcing the title of the new lotus album and attaching that it will be released in mid-
November, also shared the cover of the first single Your Body as well as the release on September 17 via digital download. The video premiered on September 28 on Aguilera's VEVO channel, where on the first day it reached over 2 million views, today it has achieved about 130 million achieving its first video certified on VEVO on January 16, 2014. Following the album's release,
Lotus debuted in the top 10 in the main counts of Canada, the United States, Mexico, Russia, Argentina, Switzerland. In the United States, she peaked at number seven on the Billboard 200, the most important chart on this ground, which made Aguilera rank all her studio albums in the top ten of that chart. On November 18, he played at the American Music Awards performing a
popurri from the album with the songs Lotus intro, Army of Me and Let They Be Love. MTV pointed to Christina's presentation as the best of the evening. On November 19, she sang the second single from the album Just a Fool with Blake Shelton on The Voice and the next day with team Xtina presented Let Be Be Love. Aguilera continued with a median promotion in interviews
with national radios and programs. In early January 2013 he appeared at the People's Choice Awards, where he performed the ballad Blank Page, and received the People's Voice award. For its part, the Lotus album received promotional singles for the United States, such as Just a Fool and Let Be Love of which the first entry in the U.S. and Canadian charts, while the latter
managed to lead the charts. The album received nominations at the World Music Awards in the Categories Best Album for Lotus, Best Video and Best Song for Your Body and Best Female Artist in its own right. Months later, while Christina Aguilera was in Pitbull promoting the song Feel At The Moment at ceremonies such as the American Music Awards in 2012, Kids Choice
Awards 2013, Billboard Music Awards 2013 and the final of the fourth season of The Voice, and also collaborated on the main theme of Mexican telenovela La tempestad, for the production house Televisa with the completely Spanish theme titled Hoy I want you along with Mexican singer Alejandro Fernández who arrived in the first five years in Spain , Mexico and the Latin charts
of the United States and is included in the Mexican singer's album entitled Configencias. Immediately after the success of collaborations with Pitbull and Alejandro Fernández - songs belonging to their respective albums - RCA Records did not want to promote Aguilera's album. The singer then published a letter dedicated to fans for her part promoting self-esteem and not being
disappointed. After that, a music video at Let Thee Be Love's house premiered on Aguilera's personal account rather than VEVO for the same thing from RCA Records. In the home music video you can see several personalities of the show signalling with L shaped fingers, such as the daughter of the famous Lionel Richie, Nicole Richie (TV personality and close friend of Christina
Aguilera), you can also see Chris Mann and Christina Milian. Like Aguilera's young son, Max Liron, and the dancers and friends of the singer who accompanied her on Christina Aguilera's tours: In Concert Tour, Stripped World Tour and the latest Back to Basics Tour. On September 23 of that year Aguilera returned to the jury of the fifth season of the song program earning $15
million making it the highest paid on a talent show like The Voice with his former teammates. On the other hand, a few days later on September 25th Christina Aguilera announced on her social networks that she would be part of the soundtrack of The Hunger Games: Catching Fire with the song We Remain. Also at the end of the year Aguilera confirmed participation in the duet
with Group A Great Big World with the re-recorded song Say Something becoming an instant hit in the United States and Canada in its first debut week with 193,000 copies (in the United States). In early 2014, Aguilera teamed up with Lady Gaga in the remix of her single Do What U Want (2013), released in January 2014, which reached Number 1 in sales of the iTunes digital
store in 9 countries. In addition, Aguilera announced her engagement to musician and film producer Matt Rutler, with whom she began dating in late 2010 later filming of Burlesque. On March 28, 2014, Aguilera performed in Kuala Lumpur Malaysia, for which he signed a $20 million contract. At the same concert Aguilera announced that along with Rutler was expecting a baby, the
second is for Aguilera. In May 2014, Da Internz, A Great Big World, Pharrell Williams, Sia and DJ Premier were confirmed as producers of Aguilera's next album, which has been described as Da Internz's Caviar Ratchet, as they ensure that the album will have a messy but elegant sound, a kind of mix between Aguilera's second studio album, Stripped, and the third, Back to
Basics. During the filming of the film Burlesque in 2010, starring Aguilera and the singer Cher, he met his current partner, Matt Rutler. On February 14, 2014, she announced on her official Twitter account that she and Matt were engaged. Days later, it was confirmed that the singer was pregnant with her second child. In late March of that year, it was confirmed that the baby would
be a child, on August 16, 2014, Aguilera gave birth to her second daughter at Caesars Sinai Hospital in Los Angeles from a C-section called Summer Rain Rutler Aguilerra. It also confirms his participation in Broadway 4D, as well as a cameo appearance in the Nashville series and recording a new soundtrack. Having given birth to her daughter, Xtina is preparing to rehearse for
her NBA All Star-Intro on February 15, 2015, a performance that gave an excellent start to the year and her return to the stage. At the 57th Grammy Awards of 2015, he won best duo/best pop group performance for Say Something, being the sixth Grammy in Aguilera's career and his first A Great Big World. In February 2015, Aguilera joined as a special guest on The Tonight
Show, where she was surprised by imitations of the voices of Shakira, Cher and her former pop rival Britney Spears. The artist was a coach of the participants of season 7 of The Voice, joining season 8 of the first episode on February 23, 2015, where, in turn, he performed part of the song Impossible from the 2002 album Stripped, with a participant in the Pharrell Williams group,
this season culminating in his show on May 19 of that year, allowing Aguilera to rest, share with his family and continue recording his new studio album. After completing her participation in The Voice, Christina participates in two episodes of the Nashville series, for which she recorded songs such as The Real Thing and Shotgun, the latter sang it along with the song Riot with the
singer Rascal Flatts at the Country Music Awards ceremony in April. Currently Christina Aguilera finds hes hesing giving the finishing touch to what will be her long-awaited 7 studio album. I'm a student.
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